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Wireless Controllers

RRP incl VAT

SURFiR® Companion Remote provides a companion remote for use with the RTiPanel and Virtual Panel apps, Tracks page changes
to stay in sync with one or more apps, Inexpensive and Requires no direct programming, Includes eight buttons that can be custom
labeled, Integrated switch to select between 433MHz (one-way) and 2.4GHz (two-way) operation, works with any XP series control
processor, battery low indicator, Uses 4 AAA batteries

10-210483-19

SURFiR

10-210503-12

T1-B+

The T1-B+ allows all other factory remote controls to be combined into one simple, ergonomic user interface providing powerful onehanded system control. Featuring a sleek new industrial design and perfect assortment of keypad buttons for commonly used
functions, the T1-B+ can operate today’s sophisticated media system, no matter how complex, at an affordable price.

R 8 020,00

10-210505-14

T2i

Offering many of the features of a high-end remote control, such as a color touchscreen, dual-RF capability, and fully programmable
interface, the sophisticated device allows users to leverage advanced technologies at a budget-friendly price.

R 10 985,00

10-210504-13

T2x

The remarkable T2X is the fith generation of RTI's renowned T2 remote control platform. Featuring a edge to edge 2.8'' display, both
grip sensors and accelerometer for instant on control. Touch screen allows for gesture control. The unit boasts dual RF capabillity as
well as improved WiFi® .

R 18 580,00

T3x

The flagship controller from RTI. Precision crafted with a 3.5” flush-mount high- resolution touchscreen and fully programmable softtouch buttons, this handheld beauty has exceptional ergonomics. Building on the technological advancements of its predecessors, the
T3x redefines the expectations of what is possible with a remote control, starting with grip sensors, an accelerometer, two-way control,
WiFi®, dual RF, and more. The amazing T3x takes the level of innovation to new heights with haptic feedback on the touchscreen,
which gives the user a subtle vibration as confirmation of a button press. The built-in camera and microphone are yet another example
of the advanced capabilities of the T3x, providing video intercom support directly on the remote.

R 19 790,00

Code

Wired Controllers

RRP incl VAT

10-210521-12

R 3 070,00

10-210492-19

RKM-1+

RKM-1+ 9 button Single Gang multi-room LED keypad to control distributed audio system (white, black and light almond faceplates
included)

R 4 390,00

10-210527-18

RK1+ 2B

2 button Lighted In-wall Universal System Controller (Black, White and Light Almond)

R 4 170,00

10-210528-19

RK1+ 4B

4 button Lighted In-wall Universal System Controller (Black, White and Light Almond)

R 4 170,00

10-210529-20

RK1+ 8B

8 button Lighted In-wall Universal System Controller (Black, White and Light Almond)

R 4 170,00

10-210486-22

KX-2

2.8" QVGA LCD with integrated touchscreen, 12 assignable/ programmable hard buttons, Integrated wired Ethernet with PoE, IR
output drives up to 300m, proximity and light sensors.

R 7 690,00

10-210512-12

CX-7

The CX7 has a 7” LCD touchpanel with adjustable tilt, allowing the display to be angled straight up to nearly flat. The CX7 can even be
mounted inverted under a cabinet utilizing the included mounting bracket. Additional features include wired and wireless Ethernet for
two-way control, digital video (motion JPEG) and web browsing, while analog audio/video inputs and stereo speakers provide video
viewing from sources such as satellite TV or security cameras.

R 30 790,00

10-210547-20

KX3

The KX3 is a unique, hybrid device that combines the capabilities of an in-wall touchpanel and an advanced control processor.* The
result is an enhanced automation solution that delivers control simplicity and tremendous power in one cost-effective unit. Featuring a
3.5” high-resolution color touchscreen, two-way feedback and intercom capabilities, the KX3 performs beautifully in residential settings.
The innovative touchpanel also shines in commercial applications such as classrooms and conference rooms where the built-in control
processor and room status LED’s offer additional flexibility. With a sleek, refined design and amazing feature set “under the hood”,
users will never know how much power is at their fingertips.

R 17 590,00

10-210484-20

KX-7

800 x 480 WVGA LCD with integrated multi-touch capacitive touch screen, Composite, S-Video or Component video input at up to
480i, 576i, 480p or 576p, 10/100 Base-T and Integrated 802.11 Wireless Ethernet, Built-in bi-directional RS-232 port and high output
IR port for direct control. Powered using power supply or PoE (Power over Ethernet), Runs RTI one-way and 2-way drivers without a
separate control processor

R 30 790,00
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Central Processors

RRP incl VAT

10-210520-11

RP-4

The second generation of RTI's RP-1 processor, the RP-4 is designed to provide reliable one-way operation of audio/video and other
electronic systems using RTI's family of wireless RF interfaces and the RTiPanel App. A small, cost-effective package with expanded
control options, the RP-4 is the perfect control system for single room installations such as home theaters, media centers, and
bedrooms.

R 8 350,00

10-210443-15

XP-3

The XP-3 is a powerful remote control processor designed to automate and enhance the operation of electronics in smaller scale
residential and commercial installations. With a robust 533MHz CPU and 128MB of nonvolatile flash memory, the XP-3 offers a
remarkable value with an impressive feature set that is unmatched in its class.

R 9 890,00

10-210446-18

XP-6

The XP-6 is the perfect centerpiece of any professionally installed control system, designed to automate and enhance the operation of
A/V, security, lighting, HVAC, and countless other devices in a commercial or residential environment.

R 10 990,00

10-210506-15

XP-8s

The XP-8s is a high-end remote control processor for automating the operation of electronic systems such as A/V, lighting, security
and HVAC in homes and office buildings. The second generation of the popular XP-8 advanced control processor, the accelerated XP8s kicks control into high-gear with even more processing power and additional memory. Increased performance combined with a real
time/multitasking operating system, tremendous expandability and compatibility with any RTI controller or app, make the XP-8s the
perfect solution for large-scale and complex projects.

R 34 090,00

Code

Distributed Audio / Electronics

RRP incl VAT

AD-4x

Let the music move you with the AD-4x audio distribution system from RTI. Go to the exercise room to summon your iPod®, listen to
broadcast radio in the kitchen, internet radio in the backyard, and a CD in the living room - all at the same time. This compact audio
distribution system contains both a matrix switching pre-amp and a built-in power amplifier. The four local source inputs can be
augmented with four remote source inputs, making it easy to listen to music from your kitchen iPod dock or office PC.

R 18 690,00

10-210496-23

AD-8x

Perfect in larger residential and commercial installations where flexibility is important, the AD-8x Audio Distribution System combines a
16 channel audio amplifier with a matrix-switching preamplifier. This provides the ability to listen to eight different audio sources in any
zone. In addition, up to four of the audio sources can come from other rooms, allowing sources like an iPod or PC to be accessed
from other locations, away from the rack. Meanwhile, the integrated Cool Power® amplifier provides 25 watts per channel of crystal
clear sound. Used with RTI controllers and processors the AD-8x provides complete control with two-way communication for zoneindependent status feedback.

R 35 190,00

10-210455-18

CP-450

The CP-450 is designed to add more power to an audio distribution system, at a moderate price. Equipped with a 50 watt per channel
Cool Power® Amplifier, the CP-450 is perfect for installations using the AD-8 Audio Distribution System that require a
couple extra speakers for those bigger rooms or maybe adding another room to a zone.

R 14 290,00

10-210456-19

CP1650

Utilizing Cool Power technology to expand the capabilities of an AD-8 audio distribution system, the CP-1650 is perfect in residential
and commercial installations where larger rooms need more speakers and areas such as an outdoor patio need to be added to an
existing zone. Designed to be an easy and cost effective way to double the power of the AD-8 output, having the additional 50 watts
per channel solves those installation puzzles. If the power needs even more boost, you can bridge two channels with a simple flip of a
switch, for a whopping 100 watts per channel.

R 30 790,00

10-210343-14

RSP-1

The RSP-1 connect to the AD-4 to allow access to an audio source in a remote location

R 1 640,00

10-210497-24
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Licenses and Apps
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Part Number

Code

10-210458-21

RTIPanel / Premium

iPad License - Single Device
This license will allow one Apple iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch to connect to a single XP control processor.

R 3 950,00

10-210457-20

RTIPanel / Standard

iPhone License - Single Device
This license will allow one Apple iPhone or iPod Touch to connect to a single XP control processor.

R 2 740,00

10-210501-10

RTIPanel / Multi

iPad License - Five Devices
This license will allow up to five Apple iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch devices to connect to a single XP control processor.

R 13 740,00

10-210491-18

ANDROID
RTIPanel / Premium

Android Tablet
This license is required for Android devices with displays 5.5 inches and larger.

R 4 390,00

10-210489-25

ANDROID
RTIPanel / Standard

Android Phone
This license is required for Android smart phones (displays smaller than 5.5 inches).

R 2 740,00

10-210468-22

VPLC

RTI’s Virtual Panel app will allow you to control and monitor the electronics in your environment through an RTI XP series control
processor from a PC running Microsoft Windows®.

R 3 950,00

Code

IR emitter

RRP incl VAT

10-210268-20

vIRsa Mouse

Designed with the professional integrator in mind, its built to outperform all others.With flexible film adhesive which conforms to curved
surfaces with separate holder that stays attached, allowing easy removal and replacement

R 280,00

10-210450-13

vIRsa Holder

Package of mounting holders for vIRsa Mice (sold in 10 pack only)

R 550,00

Code

Accessories

RRP incl VAT

10-210479-24

IPE-4

The IPE-4 IR Emitter Connecting Block provides four infrared output ports for convenient expansion of infrared signal distribution when
used with RTI control processors.

R 1 090,00

10-210467-21

ESC-2

The ESC-2 Ethernet to Serial Converter provides a convenient way to add two RS-232 ports to an RTI XP series control processor.
The ESC-2 supports two-way communication.

R 3 130,00

10-210493-20

PCM-4

With 4 multi-purpose output ports and an adjustable device ID, the PCM-4 provides the flexibility and expandability to increase the
output capabilities of the XP-8 Control Processors to accommodate larger projects.

R 4 170,00

10-210195-19

CPB-1

The CPB-1 Control Port Connecting Block provides a cost effective solution for one-room installations such as classrooms, that
require an in-wall controller and both infrared and RS-232 control of local devices.

R 3 130,00

10-210205-11

CB-8

The CB-8 is an installation accessory designed to provide convenient and reliable power connections for up to 8 RTI in-wall keypads,
touchpanels and other devices.

R 3 510,00
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10-210178-20

ZM-24

The ZM-24 transceiver module provides bi-directional communication between two-way enabled RTI remote controls and control processors
utilizing Zigbee® wireless communication.

R 3 130,00

10-210039-16

RM-433

The RM-433 is a radio frequency receiving device that operates at 433MhZ. It is designed to receive signals that are transmitted by RTI
universal system controllers.

R 3 130,00

10-210043-11

IR-PRO

The IR-PRO is an infrared code capture system that is specifically designed for system integration professionals.

R 9 890,00

10-210216-13

ZB-Pro

The ZB-Pro assists with the setup of the RTI 2.4GHz ZigBee® network.

R 3 510,00

10-210013-08

VPS-1

The VPS-1 Voltage Power Sensor monitors the on and off status of almost any electronic component.

R 1 530,00

10-210015-10

CM-232

The CM-232 serial communication module provides an RS-232 interface to almost any RS-232 enabled device.

R 1 530,00

10-210480-16

RCM-4

The RCM-4 is equipped with four individually addressable relays. Built-in Ethernet enables the convenience of control from an RTI XP series
control processor via the LAN. An IR input allows the RCM-4 to be triggered from many different sources, including RTI in-wall controllers,
control processors or third-party infrared repeater systems. Commands trigger open and close functions as well as adjustable hold times for
momentary relay operation. The RCM-4 can be powered from the included power supply or PoE.

R 4 060,00

10-210342-13

PDM-1

The PDM-1 is a phone/doorbell mute wall plate that connets to the back of a AD-4

R 1 530,00

40-210285-22

PS16-1

The PS16 is used to power a single in-wall touchpanel, when a CB-4 connecting block is not used. Power supply for RK3 and K4

R 1 090,00

20-210016-12

SPS-1

The SPS-1 Video Sync Power Sensor monitors the on and off status of almost any video component.

R 1 310,00

CODE
40-210154-17
30-210055-16
30-210218-17
40-210742-20
40-210325-17

Accessories

Code
40-210732-19
40-210741-19

Power supplies
Power supply - 12V, 1A - RP1, XP processors, PCM-4, ZM-24, RCM-4, CPB-1
Power supply - 5V for T1, T1B, T2+, T2B, T2Cs, T2C, T3, T3V

Code
BB-RK2/RK3/KX7
BB-K4/RK10

RRP incl VAT
R 980,00
R 980,00
R 1 310,00
R 1 310,00
R 3 250,00

Battery - 3,6VDC, 950mAh - T1, T1B, T1B+, T2+
Battery - 3,6VDC, 1200mAh - T2B, T2C, T2Cs, T2C+, T3
Battery - 3,6VDC, 1700mAh - T3V, T3V+
Battery - 3,6VDC, 1800mAh - T2x, T2i, T3x
Battery - 7,2VDC, 4000mAh - T4

Back Boxes / Rack mount products

RRP incl VAT
R 980,00
R 980,00

RRP incl VAT
R 1 160,00
R 1 160,00

RK2/RK3/KX7 Back Box
KX7 back box

All prices include 14% VAT
Prices are subject to change without notice
Terms and conditions apply
All parts carry a one 1 year warranty, batteries 90 day warranty
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